
In August 2015 1 Carl Kiiskila PS 33981 flagged a line % of a mile Easterly from a concrete monument

recorded in Lcrc, Liber 1, Page 299 to a h" CIR recorded by Michael A. Trowbridge for G-6 T36N, R05W.

Corner E-6 recorded on 8/15/1978 measures long from E-6 —E-7 and could possible move South 50'-

100' however I was not able to establish a new position for this corner. Corner E-5 was looked for during

the course of this survey, however no corner position was found or set for E-5. Corners E-5,E-4,E-3,E-2

are not corners of Record at the Emmet Co. Reg. of Deeds. Some County Surveyors have worked in the

area North of E-6 and their work should be retraced before any action is done on E-5 & E-6. A timber

cutting line East of the existing concrete monument at E-6 was established and this project was closed

out no further work was done.

Carl T. Kiiskila PS 33981

4/04/16



Kiiskila, Carl (DNR)

From:
Sent:
To:
cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Carl;

Phil Case <phil@gfa.tc>
Monday, June 29, 2015 4:15 PM
Kiiskila, Carl (DNR)
Julie Case
RE: section 17, T36N, R05W
20150629155127001.pdf

I'm sorry to say, but it appears that you are about one year to late in your request for information. Last summer we had

an intern working in the office and we were on a mission to reduce 70 plus years of files. Our company president went

on the war path one day and started marking files that were over 10 years old and had an engineering component to

them. A bunch of files were tossed into the dumpster that week before we could extract the survey files from them and

we believe that file number 71362 was one of them. I did find and attach a couple of corner witnesses, but I'm not sure

about these either because they are marked as Paradise Township, Emmit County? All field notes at that time were

taken on loose leaf field note paper and were never pulled out of the large project file before it was scrapped. So it

appears that even with Julie's and my best efforts, you are S.O.L. for much help with the corner history from GFA.

Sorry for the bad news, but we are willing to try and help at any time.
phil

From: Kiiskila, Carl (DNR) (mailto:KiiskilaC@michigan.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2015 02:43 PM
To: Phil Case
Subject: section 17, T36N, R05W

Phil

Can you check if Richard Rademaker PS found something or how he determined the position for E-6, the East % corner

section 17, T36N, R05W?
I assume he set the concrete monument recorded by Danny Bongiovanni PS recorded in 1978.

We found the measurement from E-6, South to E-7 measures 100' longer then Richard's recorded measurement. The

monument recorded by Danny Bongiovanni PS does fit the plat recorded by Richard.

Did Richard find anything for E-5 the NE corner of section 17, T36N, R05W? Paul and I found the 1/16 corner North of E-

6, however nothing at E-5. We need that corner for a survey we are doing in section 16.

Carl Kiiskila P.S.

Northern Lower Peninsula

Survey Manager
Michigan Dept. of Natural Resources

1732 West M-32 Gaylord, Mi 49735

phone: (989) 732-3541 ex 5463

fax: (989) 731-6214

email: kiiskilac(å)michigan.gov
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